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TECHNICAL NOTE 3241
AIRFOIG SEX!TIONCHARACTERISTICS AT lIIGHANGLES OF NI’I!ACK
By Laurence K. Loftin, Jr.
Information from the literatizreand from recent investigations is
used herein to summerize briefly the effects of airfoil section parameters
and flow variables on the aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional
symmetrical airfoils at high angles of attack. The results presented
indicate that airfoil thiclmess ratio, Reynolds number, Mach number, and
surface roughness can all have an important effect on the maximum lift
coefficient. The effect of surface roughness seems to be particularly
hllportant. Not 0D3.Ycan surface rouglness cause large decreases in maxi-
mum lift coefficient, but also the ugnitudes of the effects of Reynolds
numiber,Mach numiber,and airfoil thiclmess ratio are much reduced by sur-
face roughness. Eeyond the stall, changes in section thiclmess ratio
appear to have little effect on the aerodynamic characteristics of air-
foil sections. An tivestigption of one section through an angle-of-
attack range of from 0° to 3600 shows that the drag coefficient reaches
a value of 2 at an angle of attack of 90°.
INTRODUCTION
The present paper is concerned with certain aspects of the behavior
of airfoil sections at Mgh angles of attack with particular emphasis on
the needs of the helicopter designer. The state of our kaowledge of the
effects of several airfoil design pammeters and flow variables on the
maximum lift coefficient will be summr ized first. ~s summary will be
limited to symmetrical airfoils operating in the range of Mach nmiber
below 0.4 and is based on information which has been in the literature
for a number of years (refs. 1 to 4). Some of the trends shownby recent
investigations of the lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of
airfoil sections in the angle+f-attack range well beyond the stall wYU
thenbe presented. The investigations leading to these results were
made in response to a need of the designer for airfoil characteristics
corresponding to conditions on the retreating blade of a high-speed
helicopter andare only partially reported at the present tk (ref. 5).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The nature of the effects of airfoil thiclmess, leading-edge surface
condition, and Reynolds nrmber on the maximum lift coefficient is shown
@figure 1 for alhhnunhr of about O.1~. The maximum lift coefficient
is plotted on the ordibate and the airfoil.thichess is on the abscissa.
The curves shown are based on results contained in references 1 to 3 for
NACA 63-series and 64-seties thichess forms. These particular thickness
forms were chosen for discussion because their characteristics are thou@t
to represent a good comprmhise between variaus desirable qyalities at both
high sad low speeds. The trends in figure 1, however, ~be considered
typicalof other symmetrical thickness forms having reasonably large
leading-edge radii, such as, for example, thickness forms of the NACA
&i@t-series family. The solid ldnes are for airfoils with smooth sur-
faces and the dotted lines are for airfoils with roughened leading edges.
The smooth condition referred to here is one in which the contour of the
model is held very close to the specified ordinates and the surface is
kept cmpletely free of all dust, dirt, lint, paint blisters, and other
disturlmnces which can be felt or seen. The rough surface condition is
one in which the leading edge of the 2&inch-chord model is covered with
O.Oil-inch-diameter Carborundum grains. The two surface conditions are
thought b represent about the best and the worst that could be obtained
n
in practice.
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The trend of maxhum lift with thictiess shown in figure 1 for smooth
., sections at a Reynolds nuaher of 6.0 x 106 is characterized by a large
.
increase in ma@num lift coefficient with airfoil thickness in the range
of thickness between 6 and 12 percent. A gradual decrease in maximum
lift is noted as the thickness is increased to 18 percent. Somewhat the
same trend is evidenced by the results at a Reynolds nuniberof 20 x 106
except for the continued increase in maximum lift as the thickness is
increased to 18 percent. Avery large reduction in the maximum lift of
most of the airfoils is noted as the Reynolds nuniberis reduced from
6.OX 106 to 1.OX 16, with the restit that increases in atifoil thick-
ness have a very much reduced effect on the maximum lift coefficient at
a Reynolds nuaiberof 1.0 x 106 in comparison with 6.o x 106. The trends
shown for Reynolds nunibersof 1.0 x 106 and 20.0 x 106 ~ be thought of
as limits, in that variations in Reynolds nuuiberoutside of this range
would be expected to have only a small.effect on the ~ lift coeffi-
cient. ‘lheresults for a Reynolds ntier of 6.o x 106 indicate that,
for airfoils in the thickness range between 9 and 15 percent, the major
portion of the scale effect takes place between Reynolds ntiers of
1.0 x 106 and 6.o x 106; whereas, for airfoils outside this range of
,.
thickness, variations in Reynolds n@er above 6.o x 106 cause increases
in maximum lift which~be significant. ID any case, the exact shape
,., of the curve of maximum lift coefficient against Reynolds ntier varies
with airfoil section design. Fortunately, however, sufY?icientairfoil
section data are available so that, by proper interpolation and compari-
son, a reasonable estimate can be made of the maximum lift coefficient
corresponding to some particular Reynolds number. .
A comparison of the data at a Reynolds rnmiberof 6.o x 106 for the
airfoils with rough and smooth surfaces indicates that leading-edge rough-
ness can cause a very large reduction in mwdmum lift. The magnitude of
the effect is greatest for thickness ratios of the order of 12 percent
of the chord, is somewhat reduced for the larger thictiess ratios, and
is negligible for a thickness ratio of 6 percent of the chord. M a
result, increasing Wclmess is relatively much less powerful as a means
of increasing the maxhum lift of airfoils in the rough surface condi-
tion than in the smooth surface condition. Leading*dge roughness is
seen to have only a small effect on maximum lift for a Reynolds number
of 1.0 x 106. This snuXU effect wouldbe expected since the values of
the maxbnum lift coefficient for the smooth condition at this Reynolds
number are approaching the flat-pbte value. Comparison of the rasults
for Reynolds nu@ers of 1.0 x ld and 6.o x 106 indicates that the scale
o
effect is relatively small for airfoils in the rough surface condition.
This is also the case for Reynolds numbers higher than 6.o x 106 as is
shown by results in reference 3 for a 9-percent-thick section for which
—
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increasing the Reynolds ntier from 6.o x 106 to 25.o x 106 caused no
change in the mximum Mft coefficient for the rough surface condition.
.
1, “
Some indication of the effect of smll increases in Mach nuuiberon
the ~ lift coefficient canbe obtained from data in reference 4 pre-
sented here in figure 2. The msxbmnn lift coefficient is plotted against
Mach nuniberfor Mach nunibersfrom 0.1 to 0.4 and for a constant Reynolds
number of 6.o x 106. ~ airfoils are of 6-, 10-, and 1>-percent thick-
ness. The 10- and 1>-percent-thick sections have approximately 1 percent
camber whereas the 6-percent-thick section is symmetrical. Direct com-
parisons of the maxtmum lift coefficients of the 6-percent-thick section
with those of the 10- and 1>-percent-thick sections should not, there-
fore, be made. The results shown in this figure indicate rather large
reductions in the maximum lift of smooth sections to accompany increases
in Mach nmber from 0.1 to 0.4, at least for the 10- and 1>-percent-thick
sections. The Mch nwiber has no effect on the msximmn lift of the
6-percent-thick section except for the small rise atllachnumber 0.2.
In the rough surface condition, the Mach ntier has been found to have
little effect on the maximum lift coefficient.
The trends shown in figures 1 and 2 indicate that airfoil thiclmess,
Reynolds nuaiber,Mach nuniber,and surface roughness can all have an impor- “
tant effect on the maximum lift coefficient. The effect of surface rough-
ness seems to be particularly important. Not only can surface roughness
ca~e large decreases in ~ Hft coefficient,but also the magnitudes ‘;
of the effects of Reynolds nuniber,Mach nmiber, and airfoil thiclmess
ratio are much reduced”by surface roughness. Thus, in a sense, severe
surface roughness may tend to simp~ a~oil selection problems. In
view of the magnitude of the effect of surface condition, a means for
estimating the nature of the swface condition of a rotor blade in rela-
tion to the smooth and rough leading-edge conditions employed in wind-
~el investigations seems particularly important. Since this problem
involves not only methods of blade construction and fabrication, but
also the extent to which bugs and dirt have accumulated on the leading
edge, general.rules are difficult to formubte. It seems significant,
however, that investigations of several rotors on the Langley helicopter
test tower have yielded results which couldbe reproducedby calculations
employing airfoil section maximum lift coefficients corresponding to the
rough leading-edge condition.
—.
With this brief sumary of the msxhum-lifi problem, some of the
trends shownby the more recent results obtained on airfoils at high
angles ofattack willbe discussed. Six syrmnetricalairfoils of the
NACA 64-series family were investigated through an angle+f-attack range
exbending from 00 to 300. The airfoil thickness varied from 6 to 18per- .
cent of the chord. In addition, an NACA 0012 section was tested. AJ.though
measurements were made at several m.ibsonicMach nuders, the trends to be
,G
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shown are for a Mach number of 0.5 and may be considered typical of all
the results obtained.
Tke lift characteristics of the seven airfoils are shown in figure 3
in wldch the lift coefficient is plotted against angle of attack. The
0
data are for a Reynolds number of 1.3 x 10b and a smooth surface condition.
After the first peak in the lift coefficient, which is ususXly defined as
the maximum lift coefficient, all the airfoils are characterizedby a
drop in lift after which the lift again increases with angle of attack.
The important trend inticatedby these results is that, after an angle
of attack of about 14° to 16°, the lift characteristics of all the air-
foils tend to look very much alike. Although some differences are seen
in the curves for the various airfoils, these differences are not thought
to be particularly important because of the relatively small values of
the dynamic pressure which exist in the vicinity of the retreating blade
on a helicopter. h would be expected on the basis of the results shown
in figures 1 and 2, the maximum amount of the difference in mwdmum Uft
shown by ti of the airfoils is only about 0.2. At hSgher Reynolds num-
bers and lower Mach nuuibers,the differences in the maximum lift coeffi-
cients of the airfoils would, of course, become larger. Beyond the stall,
hmever, it is thought that the curves shown here canbe interpreted in
terms of lift results at higher Reynolds numbers. For example, if the
maximum lift coefficient were 1.4 and this lift coefficient occurred at “
an angle of attack of 150, the data shown in figure 3 would be expected
to correspond to those at the higher Reynolds nuniberfor angles of attack
above 180 or 19. The addition of leading-edge roughness was found to
have little effect on the lift characteristics of the airfoils beyond
the stall.
The chordwise position of the center of pressure is shown plotted
against angle of attack for the seven airfoils in figure 4. The center “
of pressure is seen to shift from about the 25-percent-chord station to
about the 43-percent-chord station as the airfoil passes from the unstalled
to the stalled condition. The angle of attack at which this transition
begins varies with the airfoil section; however, beyond the stall, tmre
appears to be little effect of airfoil section thickness on the position
of the center of pressure, nor does tbe center of Pressue s~ft very
much with angle of attack.
The section drag coefficient is plotted against angle of attack in
figure 5 for the seven airfoil sections. Again the obvious conclusion
is.that variations in airfoil thickness have little effect on the drag
beyond the stall.
Relatively large portions of the retreating blade on a high-speed
helicopter maybe operating at angles of attack in the range between Oo
—
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and 180°. b order to provide SOK indication of the characteristics of
an airfoil section through such an angle-f-attack range, the NACA 0012
section has been tested through an angle-of-attack range extending from
O“ tO 360°. The Reynolds nuuiberof these tests was about 2.0 x 106 and
the Mach nuuiberwas no greater than 0.15. The M.fi and drag ck~cter-
i,sticsobt+ed are plotted against angle of attack in figure 6. The
high value of the drag at an angle of attack of 90° is to be noted.
This value of 2.0 checks the value of 2.0 given by Wieselsberger in refer-
ence 6 for a two-dimensional fkt pkte perpendic~ to the wind. .These
same German results show a marked effect of aspect ratio on the drag at
an angle of attack of 90°. For example, the drag coefficient of an
aspect-mtio-20 flat plate is shown to be about l.~ in comparison with
the two-dimensionalvalue of 2.0. This result emphasized a basic ques-
tion as to how two-dimensional data should be appki.edto a rotating wing
for those cases in which the flow over one surface is characterized by
extensive regions of separation. Unfortunately, little information
dealing with this problem is available at present.
CONCLUDING RIMARKS
The results presented indicate that airfoil thickness ratio, Reynolds
.
nuuiber,lkch nunber, and surface roughness can all have an important
effect on the maximum lift coefficient. The effect of surface roughness
.
seems to be particularly important. Not only can surface roughness cause
large decreases h mxhum lift coefficient, but also the magnitudes of
the effects of Reynolds nwiber, Mach number, and airfoil thiclmess ratio
are much reduced by surface roughness. Beyond the stall, changes in sec-
tion thiclmess ratio appear to have little effect on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the airfoil sections. The high value of the drag
coefficient obtained with an airfoil section at an angle of attack of 90°
is in agreement with the value of 2 given in the literature for an infi-
nite flat plate inclined normal to the flow; the mrked effect of aspect
ratio on the drag at an angle of attack of ~“ emphasizes the question
as to how two-dimensional data should be applied to a rotating wing on
which extensive regiom of separation tie present.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Meld, Vs., June U, 1954.
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LIFT AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
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DRAG AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
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